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ABSTRACT
The X-ray Integral Field Unit (X-IFU) is a next generation microcalorimeter planned for launch onboard the
Athena observatory. Operating a matrix of 3840 superconducting Transition Edge Sensors at 90 mK, it will
provide unprecedented spectro-imaging capabilities (2.5 eV resolution, for a field of view of 5’) in the soft X-ray
band (0.2 up to 12 keV), enabling breakthrough science. The definition of the instrument evolved along the
phase A study and we present here an overview of its predicted performances and their modeling, illustrating
how the design of the X-IFU meets its top-level scientific requirements. This article notably covers the energy
resolution, count-rate capability, quantum efficiency and non X-ray background levels, highlighting their main
drivers.
Keywords: Athena, X-ray Integral Fiel Unit, X-rays, microcalorimeter, performances

1. INTRODUCTION
Scheduled for launch in the early 2030s on board the Athena X-ray observatory, the X-ray Integral Field Unit
(X-IFU) [1] will enable breakthrough observations for a large variety of astrophysical objects, from the most
distant and faintest galaxy clusters, to the brightest galactic X-ray binaries. With its energy resolution of 2.5 eV
(FWHM) at 7 keV, it will indeed provide unprecedented spectro-imaging capabilities in the soft X-ray band (0.2
up to 12 keV) across a field of view of 5’ equivalent diameter with a 5” pixel resolution. To do so, this instrument
will operate a matrix of 3840 Transition Edge Sensors (TES) at 90 mK [2], voltage biased in their transition
between the superconducting and normal states, and read out using a Frequency Domain Multiplexing scheme
(FDM) with a multiplexing factor of 40 [3–5]. The TESs will be operated as microcalorimeters: the heat generated
by a photon impact will induce a rapid change in their resistance, creating a current pulse whose shape can be
reconstructed on-board to obtain a very precise estimate of the event energy. These highly sensitive detectors
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Table 1. The X-IFU top-level performance requirements.

Performance

Requirement

Field of View

5’ equivalent diameter

Pixel size

< 5”

Energy range

0.2–12 keV

Quantum efficiency
Energy resolution
Count rate capability
Non X-ray background

> 16 % at 0.35 keV
> 67 % at 1 keV
> 72 % at 7 keV
> 50 % at 9.5 keV (TBC)
2.5 eV (FWHM) at 7 keV
> 80 % high res events at 0.25 cps/pxl (goal at 1.6)
> 80 % high res events at 1 mCrab (goal at 10 mCrab)
> 50 % 10 eV events at 1 Crab in the 5 – 8 keV band
< 5 × 10−3 counts/s/cm2 /keV

will be integrated at the heart of a large cryostat providing, in combination with a complex cryo-chain [6], the
cold and clean environment necessary to their operation.
Table 1 summarizes the main X-IFU top-level performance requirements used for the design of the instrument
along the phase A. In this article, we present an overview of the current predicted performances of the instrument
as well as their modeling. We notably cover the quantum efficiency (Sec. 2), the non-X-ray background level
(Sec. 3), the energy resolution (Sec. 4), and the count-rate capability (Sec. 5).

2. QUANTUM EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVE AREA
The X-IFU quantum efficiency is determined by four elements of the instrument: the pixels stopping power, the
TES matrix filling factor, the thermal filters transmission, and the contamination. Coupled with the mirror area
as a function of energy, this quantity defines the total effective area of the instrument.
• The X-ray stopping power will be ensured by absorbers deposited onto the TES thermometers. Their
design result from a trade-off between the pixel heat capacity, which drives the pixel resolution and linear
range, and its absorption in the scientific band. A solution with a bilayer of 1.7 µm gold and 4.2 µm bismuth
has been identified, in which the gold provides the bulk of the heat capacity and a good thermalization
layer, and bismuth is added to gain stopping power at a lower heat capacity cost, reaching 90 % at 7 keV.
These absorbers will have a size of 245 µm and be separated by gaps of 4 µm corresponding to a size on
the sky of 4.3” and a filling factor of ∼ 97% [2].
• Thermal filters will be implemented at five different temperatures from the outer shell, down to the 50mK
detection stage, to avoid infrared and optical loading on the sensitive X-IFU pixels. Each filter is made
of an aluminum thin film of 30 nm deposited on a 45 nm polyimide substrate. For mechanical support
as well as rejection of radio frequency radiation, stainless steel meshes are deposited onto the four outer
filters. The 50 mK filter will feature a niobium mesh to avoid disrupting the magnetic field environment of
the detectors. Mechanical integrity after launch load vibrations has been demonstrated for meshes with a
∼ 4 % blocking factor per filter. Future optimization will aim at reaching ∼ 2 % per filter (see more details
in [7]). The transmission of the filters is limited at low energies by the minimum thickness of the fabricated
aluminum layer as well as the need to reject UV radiation, and by the blocking factor of the meshes at
high energy.
• Outgassed materials and water from the platform and the inside of the dewar may be deposited on the
various surfaces along the optical path and degrade the quantum efficiency of the instrument. This is
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Figure 1. Left: The quantum efficiency of the X-IFU instrument and its contributors (excluding contamination). The
performance requirements are indicated with ‘+’. Right: The X-IFU effective area compared to other high resolution
instruments: the next generation grating spectrometer onboard the Arcus mission, and the Resolve microcalorimeter
onboard the Xarm mission.

especially true for the coldest surfaces, which will act as natural condensation traps. A careful design of
the aperture cylinder and of the instrument interface as well as an adapted cool-down strategy will aim
at limiting this effect. At this stage, we allocate 10 % loss of transmission at 0.35 keV and 1 % at 1 keV
from contamination. This corresponds to a maximum of ∼ 3.2 µg/cm2 of common contamination material.
Negligible loss of transmission is expected above 1 keV.
Figure 1 (left) shows the contamination-free quantum efficiency of the instrument as a function of energy
with its contributors. With contamination included, a margin of at least 2 % is found with the current filter
configuration and > 7 % with the optimized mesh design. Figure 1 (right) in turn shows the overall effective area
of the instrument, illustrating the leap forward compared to other planned/proposed high resolution missions
obtained in combination with the large area Athena optics [8, 9].

3. NON X-RAY BACKGROUND
High-energy galactic cosmic rays and the secondaries they generate from the instrument structure will sometimes
deposit an amount of energy compatible with the X-IFU bandpass. These events, if not properly flagged, will
be mixed with the science data and constitute the so-called non X-ray background. In order to limit its level,
the X-IFU will feature a cryogenic anticoincidence (cryoAC) detector located ∼ 1 mm below the main array [10].
Events happening coincidentally in different locations of the array will also be rejected, as they are most likely
created by a shower of secondaries.
The X-IFU background was evaluated in different configurations using Geant4 v.10.2 and the Space Physics
List defined in the AREMBES framework and endorsed by ESA (see more details in [11]). To do so, a detailed
mass model of the instrument was built using the current X-IFU design. Special care was notably taken to
represent the focal plane assembly geometry, from which most of the secondary events originate. In Figure 2
(left), we see the effectiveness of different solutions to reduce the non X-ray background. The cryoAC is clearly
determinant in reaching the required performance by rejecting more than 98 % of the false events. An optimized
passive shield of 20 µm bismuth and 250 µm kapton was further designed to stop part of the secondaries generated
in the niobium shield located in the vicinity of the detectors and allows to decrease the background level to
∼ 4.6 × 10−3 cts/s/cm2 /keV in the 2 to 10 keV band when all cosmic ray contributions are taken into account
(see Figure 2). This gives an overall margin of ∼ 10 % with respect to the requirement, knowing that all
simulations were performed using the worst case galactic cosmic ray spectrum.
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Figure 2. Left: The simulated X-IFU background generated by galactic cosmic ray protons in different configurations:
without the CryoAC detector (black line), with the insertion of the CryoAC (red), with a kapton passive shield (blue),
and with the optimized kapton/bismuth shield (magenta). Right: Total X-IFU background spectra and integrated values,
with all components included (protons, alpha and electrons).

4. ENERGY RESOLUTION
To verify that the instrument design will meet the very challenging 2.5 eV FWHM requirement at 7 keV, it
is necessary to build a solid energy resolution budget, taking into account all the effects that will eventually
affect the energy measurement. Due to the complexity of the system and the sensitivity of the detectors (which
allows to reach this level of performance), these effects actually number in the tens. This effort was initially
started, as described in [12], by allocating to each of these contributors the same quadrature degradation of
the resolution, apart naturally from the TES detectors that represent the bulk of the resolution with a 2 eV
predicted performance and the DACs of the Digital Readout Electronics that were deemed critical from the start
of the project and allocated a larger contribution. Since then, these allocations have been modified to match our
growing understanding of the different contributors and of their criticality. We now distinguish three levels of
contributions adding in quadrature:
• The standard contribution is 0.2 eV, which was essentially derived from the number of items in the budget
and the remaining margin between the 2 eV detector performance and the instrument level requirement.
• A smaller contribution of 0.1 eV is allocated to effects deemed less challenging or impacting the X-IFU
performance in an indirect manner (e.g. the drift of the SQUID bias current).
• A larger contribution is set apart for items considered challenging or limited by technology, such as the
DACs, or the SQUID tandem.
The X-IFU energy resolution budget can also be broken down into three main categories:
• Noise generated by or picked-up from the different elements of the readout chain (see Figure 3 and [4, 5]
for more details on the design of the readout chain).
• Low frequency drifts of the environment of the detectors and electronics that change the operating conditions of the instrument and for a large part depend on the sensitivity of the detectors (e.g. fluctuations
from the thermal bath).
• Higher order effects that cannot be associated to either category (e.g. crosstalk as described in Sect. 5).
In this section, we will not to review the status of each of these individual contributors, some of which warrant
individual models and studies, but focus on the ones that are being verified through simulations of the X-IFU
pixels and their readout system, which constitute the bulk of the resolution budget. A subsequent publication
should address the full energy resolution budget in more details.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the X-IFU FDM readout chain. The biasing of the pixels is provided by DACs creating a frequency
comb per readout channel of 40 carriers that get selected in the coldest stage by high quality factor LC filters such that
each pixel sees a single carrier. The currents from all pixels in a channel are then summed and read out by a single
front-end SQUID and amplified up to the digital readout electronics (DRE). After demodulation, the scientific signal is
finally analyzed on board by the Event Processor. The linearization of the first stage SQUID is ensured by a baseband
feedback loop controlled by the DRE [3].

4.1 Noise from the TES and readout system
The energy resolution of the TES pixels and their readout system is being evaluated using the tessim tool [13].
This simulator performs a numerical integration of the electro-thermal equations of the TES in its first stage
readout circuit. For simplicity reasons and in the absence of an AC bias model of the TES, the actual 50 mK
readout circuit (see Figure 3) is modeled in that tool by its DC Thevenin equivalent. The non-linearity of the first
stage readout, as well as the non-stationary noise from the TES, the thermal bath and the readout electronics is
taken into account. In particular, noise from the bias line is simulated as constant voltage noise, whereas noise
from the feedback and SQUID output lines are added as white broadband noise sources. Future versions of these
simulations will notably aim at having a more representative model of the AC behavior of the system.
To compute the acceptable noise levels in physical units for the different contributors, we simulate sets of
7 keV pulses for different values of amplifier and bias line noise, and reconstruct them with standard current space
optimal filtering to estimate the total resolution including all the noise contributions. Figure 4 (left) illustrates
the behavior as a function of the amplifier noise for a constant bias line noise level and Table 2 gives the current
allocations for the different noise sources derived from this exercise. One notices that for an equal level of noise
in the bias and amplifier lines, the former has a much smaller effect on the resolution than the latter. This is
due to the fact that noise from the bias line is bandwidth limited by the TES whereas amplifier line noise acts
as a broadband contributor. Reallocations were made such that the noise values in physical units are the same
in both lines for the two DACs, cable noise and susceptibility noise. The shunt resistor allocation was chosen as
a compromise between its noise and its heat load on the 2K stage.

4.2 Pixel sensitivity and influence of the environment
The tessim tool also allows to predict the sensitivity of the readout chain response to variations in the pixels
environment. Sensitivity values of -120 meV/µK to the pixel bath temperature and -13 meV/ppm to the bias
voltage were found at 7 keV, with a close to linear scaling as a function of energy. We note that the bath
temperature sensitivity is consistent with the highest measured values obtained on similar pixels [2]. These
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Table 2. The X-IFU readout chain noise budget.

Contributor
TES pixel
Total readout noise referred to the SQUID input
Feedback DAC
SQUID tandem
LNA
ADC
Cable noise
Conducted susceptibility
Total bias current noise referred to the SQUID input
AC bias DAC
Shunt resistor
Conducted susceptibility
Cable noise

Noise level

Allocation

–

2.0 eV

√
4.6 pA/ Hz
√
3.7 pA/ Hz
√
2.1 pA/ Hz
√
1.1 pA/ Hz
√
1.1 pA/ Hz
√
0.55 pA/ Hz
√
0.55 pA/ Hz
√
4.3 pA/ Hz
√
3.7 pA/ Hz
√
2.1 pA/ Hz
√
0.55 pA/ Hz
√
0.55 pA/ Hz

Total energy resolution at readout chain level

–

0.94 eV
0.7 eV
0.4 eV
0.2 eV
0.2 eV
0.1 eV
0.1 eV
0.3 eV
0.25 eV
0.15 eV
0.04 eV
0.04 eV
2.23 eV

values can then be used to derive the resolution degradation from the 0.9 µK rms stability of the 50 mK stage
[6] (0.26 eV at 7 keV) and the 17 ppm∗ stability on 1000 s time scale† of the bias DAC (0.1 eV at 7 keV). The
other fiducial allocations depending on the pixel sensitivity to its thermal bath (the effect of cosmic ray hits on
the detector wafer and FPA structure, as well as the degradation from microvibrations) can also be adjusted
as a function of energy using the scaling found in simulations. From this, we obtain the instrument resolution
including the readout system and the pixel sensitivity as a function of energy (see green curve in Figure 4, right).

4.3 Instrument level energy resolution
After adding the quadrature sum of the rest of the allocations (0.97 eV) to the contributions described in the
previous subsections, we obtain the energy resolution curve as a function of energy shown in Figure 4 (right). The
full instrument resolution amounts to ∼ 2.45 eV at 7 keV, leaving a margin of ∼ 0.5 eV with respect to the 2.5 eV
requirement. For comparison, this margin is larger than the full allocation of the SQUID tandem (see Table 2).
We further note that better performances are typically predicted at lower energies (∼ 2.2 eV at 1 keV), which is
of particular interest to science cases requiring the best possible resolution at low energy (e.g. the detection of
weak WHIM absorption lines from GRB afterglows whose detectability scales with the inverse of the square of
the resolution [15]).

5. COUNT RATE CAPABILITY
During the observation of the brightest X-ray sources, the X-IFU will receive photon rates going up to tens of
counts per second (cps) per pixel and hundreds per readout channel. In this regime, usually negligible effects like
event processing limitations and crosstalk will start to dominate. In this section, we present how these effects are
being estimated and eventually incorporated into the instrument end-to-end simulator to asses the performance
of the X-IFU as a function of count rate. This work mainly builds on the setup presented in [16], where more
details can be found. We nonetheless recall here the main elements of these simulations. We further note that
this previous study has been conducted with the so-called as proposed mirror configuration (20 mirror rows for
∗

Assuming a constant drift across a calibration period, a linear gain drift of 17 ppm will induce an 0.1 eV FWHM
broadening at 7 keV. This is what is allocated to the feedback DAC stability which acts as such a linear scaling. The
DAC bias is then assumed to have the same stability.
†
Longer term gain drifts will be corrected through the use of the MXS [14].
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Figure 4. Left: Energy resolution degradation as a function of the amplifier noise level. The vertical line indicates the
noise allocated to the X-IFU readout electronics. Right: Estimated energy resolution as a function of energy. The ‘+’ sign
indicates the 7 keV requirement (2.5 eV). The error bars indicate in both figures the 1 σ statistical error of the simulations.

an effective area of 2 m2 at 1 keV), which has now been replaced by a smaller new mirror configuration with 15
mirror rows (∼ 1.4 m2 at 1 keV) [9].

5.1 Event processing limitations
At high count rates, the X-ray pulses in the pixels timelines start to get packed. This limits the performance of
the on-board reconstruction by essentially two effects: when a photon arrives too close to a preceeding event, its
measured energy will be biased by the signal leaked from the previous pulse. Such events are called secondaries
and need to be rejected from the science data. A too close subsequent pulse will prevent the use of the longest,
highest resolution optimal filter and therefore degrade the resolution of the event. Different event grades can
thus be defined as a function of pulse separation to characterize this effect on board [17].
For this study, we consider secondary events separated by less than 10 pixel time constants (at critical
damping – as they are planned to be operated) from their preceding pulse as invalid. For the other valid events,
lim

t
→∞
the energy resolution as a function of the available record length is given by: ∆E(trec ) = √ rec

∆E

1−1/(2trec feff )

[18].

In practice, different secondaries grades should exist at closer pulse separations as some of these events will be
suitable for lower resolution spectroscopy (see e.g. [19]). For the purpose of estimating the count rate capability
of the instrument, we however prefer to consider them all as invalid, as it remains unclear for now how they
would be calibrated over the full energy bandpass of the instrument. The different event grades are summarized
in Table 3. The filter lengths of the valid grades were rounded up to the highest power of two to match an
optimized processing efficiency.

5.2 Crosstalk
Crosstalk happens when scientific signal from a photon impact (perpetrator) leaks into another pixel and modifies
the energy measurement of an other (victim) event in that second pixel. While almost negligible at low count
rates, its effect will grow steadily with the fraction of overlapping events. For the moment, two main types
of crosstalk mechanisms are foreseen for the X-IFU instrument and have been implemented in the end-to-end
simulator‡ :
‡

Crosstalk due to the non-linearity of the readout chain was also studied in [16] and found to be of second order with
respect to the other two mechanisms.
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Table 3. Definition of the different event grades, with a sampling rate of 156.25 kHz.

Grade

Time since previous pulse

Time until next pulse

Filter length

Energy resolution

High res.

> 2.9 ms

> 52 ms

8192 samples

2.5 eV

Medium res.

> 2.9 ms

> 3.3 ms

512 samples

3 eV

Limited res.

> 2.9 ms

> 1.6 ms

256 samples

7 eV

Low res.

> 2.9 ms

-

4 samples

∼30 eV

• Thermal crosstalk originating from the thermal coupling between adjacent pixels. We modeled this effect
by an energy transfer from the perpetrator to the victim pixel and took as a conservative estimate the
levels measured by [20] in a faster 8x8 pixels array: 10−3 for the first neighbor, 4 × 10−4 for diagonal
neighbors, and 8 × 10−5 for second neighbors. The final effect on the victim event after optimal filtering
as a function of the time phasing of the events was characterized with the tessim tool by simulating the
impact of a 1 eV leakage onto a 7 keV victim impact as a function of time separation. We then assumed a
linear dependency as a function of the equivalent crosstalk energy.
• Electrical crosstalk created by the FDM first stage readout circuit. This process was studied using tessim
and characterized as a function of the frequencies of the pixels involved and the time separation of the
events (see more details in [16, 21]). Two main components were identified: carrier overlap (a direct
leakage signal due to the limited quality factor of the LC filters) and common impedance crosstalk (the
slower thermal reaction of the victim pixel to the changed current in the perpratrator pixel through the
common impedance in the first stage circuit – mostly the SQUID input coil, see Figure 3).

5.3 X-IFU performance as a function of count rate
With the different degradations characterized, we can now estimate the performance of the instrument as a
function of count rate. This was conducted using the xifupipeline tool of the SIXTE software suite [22]:
following a Monte Carlo process, this simulator generates photons from a catalog of X-ray sources and follows
them through the imaging and detection processes. The Athena telescope in combination with the X-IFU filters
are modeled through a set of calibration files (ARF, PSF, and vignetting) allowing to create the proper spatial
and timing distribution of the photon impacts onto the focal plane. In particular, this setup allows to simulate
the effect of mirror defocusing, which eases the observation of the brightest sources: the Athena mirror is planned
to be integrated on an hexapod platform that allows to put the mirror up to 35 mm away from its focused position
and spread the PSF over several hundreds of pixels (see e.g. [1]). A geometrical model of the X-IFU detector
array then affects the events to the relevant pixels and readout channels. Finally, the readout energy of each
event is obtained randomly from a response matrix corresponding to its grade (see Sect. 5.1) while taking into
account the energy offset generated by potential crosstalk events through coupling matrices (see Sect. 5.2).
Figure 5 shows the results of the end-to-end simulation of the three sizing science cases for the X-IFU count
rate capability:
• The high resolution observation of a bright extended source, typically the center of a bright cluster like
Perseus. This was modeled as a flat field with an absorbed 5 keV thermal spectrum.
• The high resolution observation of a bright point source with a defocus length of 35 mm. The point source
was modeled with the same spectral distribution as the Crab, i.e. an absorbed power law. The main
science case requiring high resolution at these count rates is the detection of WHIM absorption lines in the
spectrum of gamma-ray bursts afterglows.
• The observation of a very bright point source (up to 1 Crab) with a defocus length of 35 mm, the use of
a 100 µm-thick beryllium filter to cut most of the numerous < 3 keV photons, and degraded resolution
(10 eV). Here too we took the spectral distribution of the Crab even if the main targets at these count
rates would be galactic binaries to detect strongly blue-shifted iron lines in the 5 to 8 keV range generated
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Figure 5. Throughput of good events for the three sizing science cases for the X-IFU count rate capability. Left: High
resolution observation of an extended source with a thermal spectrum. Middle: High resolution observation of a bright
defocussed Crab-like point source. 10 mCrab corresponds to a count rate of ∼ 650 cps over the array with & 600 pixels
receiving more than 0.6 cps for a maximum of 1.2 cps. Right: 10 eV observation of the same source but with a beryllium
filter cutting most of the low energy events. 1 Crab corresponds to ∼ 93000 cps over the full matrix with a maximum
count rate of & 30 cps and & 200 pixels receiving more than 15 cps. In all figures, the ‘+’ signs indicate the X-IFU count
rate requirements and goals.

by black hole winds. These sources actually feature much thicker column densities than the Crab. An
optimization of the beryllium filter thickness should be done eventually to limit the loss of low energy
photons while keeping the required count rate capability.
For simplicity, in these figures, the effect of crosstalk is accounted for as throughput loss: an event is considered
as high resolution if it has the appropriate grade and has been influenced by crosstalk by less than 0.2 eV (the
crosstalk allocation in the energy resolution budget). A valid 10 eV resolution event in turn corresponds to an
original limited resolution event (7 eV) with less than 4 eV crosstalk influence. We note that this assumes an a
priori knowledge of the crosstalk effect, which is deterministic, but no post correction.
Overall, we see that all count rate requirements and goals are met with a significant margin of at least a
factor of two in count rate.

6. CONCLUSION
We have presented here an overview of the predicted performances of the X-IFU at the approach of the end of the
phase A study. Consolidated budgets and simulations have been developped, showing that the main performance
requirements should be met with appropriate margins. In particular, we have shown that the X-IFU shall exceed
its specified (even goal) count rate by more than a factor of two. This margin may be spent in the future to
accommodate slower, easier to read out pixels and draw additional margin for the energy resolution budget.
Alternatively, an increase of the pixel size to diminish the number of readout channels could reduce the thermal
loads in the cold stages and the overall instrument mass budget.
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